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discovery in those centuries which form the foundation
of our modern spiritual life. Writers innumerable
have discussed the significance of the Renaissance for
the modern imagination : the flood of light with
which the discovery of the great past of our race
dazzled and often blinded the men of those centuries,
suddenly brought face to face with the achievement
of Greece. That, too, if you like, was in a symbolic
way a manifestation of the spirit of travel. For did
not the human spirit here travel back, like Goethe's
Faust, through the centuries, and discover a new
unmapped country in the world of the spirit ? Nor
need I dwell on another aspect of the Renaissance,
whereby man in that buoyant age discovered his own
soul, his personality, his individuality-—travelled into
a world of psychological experience unreached by the
men of the Middle Ages. Rather let us keep to the
more literal aspect of travel: and here, I think, the
significance of the rapidly growing knowledge of our
planet in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries has
never been adequately measured as a factor in spiritual
progress and imaginative creation.
Copernicus, and at a later date Kepler, had destroyed
the arrogant dream of men that their world was the
universe—had shown that this globe was only one of
many globes, our solar system a mere speck in the
infinity of creation. And once the world was
proclaimed to be round, the great voyagers of those
centuries went out to prove it. Columbus set out
westward to find the Indies, and discovered the new
world: Vasco da Gama braved the terrors of the
Cape of Good Hope on the same quest; and on land,
adventurous travellers, beginning with the great
Venetian Marco Polo at the end of the thirteenth
century, penetrated far into the mystic wonderland
of the East—which until then had meant only a dim
tradition of the fabulous adventures of the great
Alexander, or romantic memories of those of the
Crusaders. The effect of this widening of the world

